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Trophies & Silverware

Keeping you up-to-date and informed
Services we can offer:
Glass/Crystal/Aluminium/
Wood/Resin cast Awards
Sandblasting
Carpentry unit with
Full Spray Paint unit

Supporting the local community
We recently had the absolute pleasure in
supporting and sponsoring a Childhood
Cancer Walkathon, organised by the
SMART TUBBIES EARLY LEARNING
CENTRE based in Glenridge Gauteng.

Resin moulding & casting
Cubex 3D printing system
UV Colour printer
(prints on all surface)
Anodising unit
Silverware department

The centre provides Holistic early childhood development and education to young
children from 6 months to 5 years old.
Medals supplied by Innovative glass were
awarded to each participant who
completed the 4km walkathon.

Engraving of plaques

The making of a trophy — Red Bull Award
From design to conception
The trophy is 340mm high and made out of a 3D print, wood and aluminium.
The Red Bull logo in front was cut on a water jet cutter by an outside supplier
and took about 4 days to complete after artwork was approved by the
customer. After sanding down the aluminium it was colour printed by the
art department.
The ball was built up on a 3D printer and took about 36 hours to complete.
The “raw” ball was then prepared and sanded in readiness for the spray
booth where it would be coated in a high duco gloss finish. The
complete process to get the ball to the final stage took +/- 5
days.
The bases are cut out of wood and were prepared and sprayed
whilst the ball was being created and completed. The gold City
Skyline on the front of the square base was cut out of a special
vinyl material. After each component was completed and ready,
it went for assembly which took a whole day!. A trophy like this
with so many different components took us approx 6 to 7 days
to prepare from date of artwork approval by the customer.
This type of bespoke trophy combines the skills of our talented
and professional team of craftsmen and women.
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Staff Profile—Mary Seitlhamo
Supervisor Sandblasting Preparation Dept —Gauteng
Mary, who is the Supervisor for our sandblasting preparation department was born and
bred in Vryburg.
She has four children Tumi 33, Patrick 30, Antoinette 26, and Refilwe 23. Mary is
granny to 7 wonderful grandchildren, whom she spends most of her leisure time with.
Mary has many interests but is passionate about cooking, music and netball, She also
conducts the children’s choir at her church.
In 1994 she left Vryburg for the “big city” where she worked as a domestic for a few
years finding her feet. She moved to Germiston and joined the team at Innovative
glass design in September 1999.
Mary was taught the ropes of the “weeding” Department and explains the process: Once
the trophy artwork has been approved by the customer, it is cut out on the vinyl cutter
and sent with the trophy required to Mary.
She then weeds the vinyl with a single pin, revealing the logo and wording that needs to
be sand blasted, pro-spaces it before sticking the vinyl onto the trophy in the correct
places as per the artwork. Once it has been smoothed onto the trophy and is bubble
free, it gets checked to make sure all the “islands” e.g. a, b, e, d, p, q, o, are in place.
The trophy gets covered in masking tape in all the areas that are not going to be sand
blasted so that there is no over spray going onto other areas. The trophy is then ready
to be sent through to the sand blasting department.
The weeding of trophies is an important part
of the process and Mary is always hands on
and willing to assist and teach others.
She is a real team player who loves her job!
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We at Innovative glass can now combine different
mediums to create wonderfully creative awards,
we do of course still produce
high quality crystal and glass
awards as required but new
techniques are enabling us to
merge glass and aluminium or
alu and wood for example.
We have recently started using a
finer aluminium for awards that
we can actually bend and cut out
designs to a finer specification.

Florence Nightingale Lamps
Becoming a nurse is one of the most
selfless acts a person can undertake.
In a society of so many different races, cultures, customs,
and beliefs, nurses are a universal gift to all, and the
dedicated work that they do and kindness they deliver on
a daily basis should serve as a reminder of the fundamental
humanity inside us all.
Innovative glass now has the facility to produce and manufacture Florence Nightingale
lamps which are manufactured from brass and are copper or nickel plated.
The lamps have a switch that turns on the LED light in the front generated by a 9v
battery. We also manufacture an oil version of the lamp with a wick, these are for
outlying areas where batteries are expensive and not easily found.

These make a special gift for any graduating nurse or medical assistant.
CALL US NOW to enquire!

